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The landscape of the Web (and how people use it) has changed.

The future is here.







Mobile users will outnumber desktop this year.
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Mobile accounts for over half of all traffic in 
Asia and Africa



This has meant some new challenges.
In how we design, and how we think.





Samsung has made 40 different Android phones.
Just. Phones.
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Oh, and they have 9 different resolutions.
And 20 different screen sizes.
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Samsung is only one of about 40 manufacturers of 
Android phones.

Doesn’t include Acer, HTC, Motorola, LG, Sony Ericsson or the 25 other 
manufacturers of Android phones.

...and that’s just Android phones. Not iPhones, iPads, Android tablets,
Blackberries, Surface tablets and Windows phones, etc etc etc...



Designing a different interface for every device 
is impossible.



Not considering devices is a death sentence.



We’ve only barely started solving this.



Hi there.
I’m from ZURB.



ZURB has worked with over 250 startups for 15 years
and created over $2 billion in exits.





What are our options for mobile products?
Mobile is a pretty wide field these days.
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WebResponsive



Why responsive design?



Because it scales.



Remember these? Multiply that by 10. Or more.



It’s not devices, or screens, but four corners.



It’s not devices, or screens, but four corners.
(For now.)







It’s also orientations, rotations, locations,
sight, sound, and more.



WebResponsive Responsive

App

+



Creating great products with Responsive Prototyping.

What this means for product design.



Wait, what is responsive prototyping?



Responsive prototyping is about giving up
control.



Here. This is your content.
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Here. This is your content.



We have to start with content, then layer in
everything else.



Responsive prototyping is about doing
practical design reviews.





Not good enough, dammit!
Not good enough!



Try it here.

Try it here.

Try it 
here.



...and everywhere else you can.
Think through how your design works anywhere.
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What’s so great about responsive prototyping?

...you can prototype for any (every) device, quickly.

...you cut down significantly on development.

...you’re ready for devices that don’t exist yet.



Resources, frameworks, and crafty people will help you out.

New tools to the rescue.



How’d we get here?



Pretty quickly, actually.





A flexible, powerful, fluid grid system.



Styles for media that doesn’t worry about pixels.



Media queries to selectively adapt the page.



That was a start. We needed tools.



Tested elements like nav, tabs, forms, buttons...

h1. Hello there!
h2. Hi there!
h3. What’s up.
h4. Hmph.
h5. Oh. It’s you.



Needing a toolkit like this is why we built
Foundation.



Needing a toolkit like this is why we built
Foundation.

blatant self promotion

>



foundation.zurb.com
MIT licensed and ready to rock.











Frameworks like Foundation are what enable 
rapid, responsive prototyping.



Rapid, responsive prototyping helps us make 
better products.



Foundation, how does it work?
What do we get? Is it awesome? Obviously.



The Grid



The Grid
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How it works

12 columns by default

Fluid (percentage based) with an arbitrary max-width

Modified by media queries

It can be nested

It uses a different box model



<div class=”row”>
<div class=”large-3 columns”>...</div>
<div class=”large-9 columns”>...</div>

</div>



.row

max-width>



.row > .columns

.large-3.columns> .large-9.columns>
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nested .row



10 2



10 2

4 8





eight columns>



eight columns>

nested row>



eight columns>

nested row>

two columns>



eight columns>

nested row>

ten columns>two columns>









.large-1.column

.large-2.columns

.large-3.columns

.large-2.columns.large-offset-by-four

.large-8.columns.centered

.large-4.small-2.columns



Large and Small Grid
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Large and Small Grid

12 columns for small and large screens by default

Small columns roll up, large ones don’t go down

Mobile first!



Images







width : whatever>



Responsive prototyping is about giving up
control, remember?
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Typography, Forms, Buttons...



h1. Hello there!
h2. Hi there!
h3. What’s up.
h4. Hmph.
h5. Yep.

Typography



Inputs & Labels

This is a label

Standard Input



Address

Street

City State Zipcode



Address

Street

City State Zipcode

.small-12>

.row>

.small-7 .small-2.small-3



<form>
<label>Address</label>
<input type=”text” class=”small-12” placeholder=”Street”>
<div class=”row”>

<div class=”small-7 columns”>
<input type=”text” placeholder=”City”>

</div>
<div class=”small-2 columns”>

<input type=”text” placeholder=”State”>
</div>
<div class=”small-3 columns”>

<input type=”text” placeholder=”Zipcode”>
</div>

</div>
</form>



Prefix & Postfix Elements

This is a label

#



This is a label

#

.small-1 .small-11



<label>Address</label>
<div class=”row collapse”>
   <div class=”small-1 column”>
      <span class=”prefix”>#</span>
   </div>
   <div class=”small-11 columns”>
      <input type=”text”>
   </div>
</div>



a.primary.button

Do Something »



a.secondary.button

Do Something »



a.success.radius.button

Do Something »



a.alert.round.button

Do Something »







Let’s take a closer look



Did you see this?

Family Giving Tree



2 hours



8 hours









It’s catching on!









This is what we have now. There’s a lot more to come.

What’s next?



Better Media Support
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Better Media Support

Responsive images community group

<picture> element...or something similar

Rising prevalence of things like SVG (finally)
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Better, More Advanced Frameworks

New (to use) CSS properties like box-sizing

Preprocessors like Sass and Less

Mobile First and Semantic Markup









That’s soon. What’s next.













Thanks!



@foundationzurb
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